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Abstract. In September 2011, the Russian and Japanese expedition conducted a surface
survey to find Paleolithic sites in Tuva Republic, Russian Federation. Paleolithic archaeo¬
logical materials were collected in four different areas. Separate stone artifacts have on
their surfaces visible traces of eolian processing - corrasion. By location of the sites, tech¬
nological and morphological features of collected lithics, the artifacts have a possibility to
belong to lower and middle Paleolithic.
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Introduction
Possibility of succession of human being's adaptation to high latitude cold
environment has been discussed [Late Mousterian Persistence..., 2011]. Based on
the discussion, there are some questions coming up. How far north human being
could reach during lower Paleolithic? Are there any relationships between appear¬
ance of Upper Paleolithic and modern human's (Homo sapience) migration and
older specie's extinction? What are the similarity and difference of adaptation be¬
havior to cold environment during the Middle and Upper Paleolithic? Siberia is a
central field to answer these questions. However, at the same time, archaeological
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research and study do not equally proceed in everywhere because of Siberian vast
land area.
S. Astakhovh has started conducting a survey of Paleolithic sites in western
part of Tuva Republic, Russia, since 1960s, and he found many archaeological sites
from Acheulian to microblade assemblages [Астахов, 1986, 2008; Orimo, 2001].
In 2011, S. N . Аstahov, H . Kato, K . Suzuki, and S. S. Makarov conducted a survey
to confirm locations and landscape of already found archaeological sites and to find
new sites from August 31 to September 6. In this paper, we report the summary of
our survey and collected archaeological findings.

Surveyed Archaeological Sites
Tuva Republic is located at N 49-53°, E 88-98°which is called «the center of
Asian continent»*. The capital city is Kyzyl (Кызыл). Population of the country is
about 300,000. The ethnologic percentages are Tuvan who speaks Turkic origin
Tuvan language (64 %), Russian (32 %), and Khakas (2 %). Tuva was historically
known as Tannu-Uriankhai. [Manchen-Helfen, 1996]**.
Eighty percent of land mass of Tuva is mountain landscape which primarily
consists of Sayan Mountains. Tuva also has upstream of Enisej (Енисей) River
which is the world 5th longest river. Tuva is surrounded by Republic of Altai in
west, Republic of Khakassia in northwest, Krasnoyarsk region in north, Buryat Re¬
public and Irkutsk Region, Russia,in northeast, and Mongolia in east and south (fig.
1 upper). Eastern Tuva is the southern periphery of Taiga forest. The area has steep
mountains and valleys. Hundreds of streams run across the Tuva Basin in western
Tuva. There are also steppe and desert environments spread from Central Asia. At
this time, we surveyed 4 different geographical areas; Dun Khemchin (ДзунХемчинский), Varun Khemchin (Варун-Хемчинский), Ulug Khem (УлугХемский), and K a Khem (Ка-Хемский) (fig. 1). Artifacts are found and collected
surface scattered condition at the top of hills, slope of hills, and on river terraces.
Time periods of archaeological sites written below are temporally defined by
Astakhov based on geographical archaeological site location and characteristic of
artifacts.
1. Dun Khemchin Area (fig. 1, 1, 2).
A l l archaeological sites are located on the right bank of Chadan (Чадан)
River, but at some cases, they are found on different levels of terraces. We sur¬
veyed Vayan Tala 1 (Ваян-Тала 1), Vayan Tala 2, Vayan Tala 3 and Vayan Tala 4,
and collected a graver (fig. 2, 1), pick tool (fig. 3, 8) and flakes. Vayan Tala 4 is a
newly found site at this survey, and it might belong to middle Paleolithic. At
Chinge Dag Uju (Чинге-Даг-Ужу), we surveyed Chinge Dag Uju 1 through 4
sites. We collected gravers and cobble tools from each sites above. Chinge Dag
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Uju1 is possibly the Neolithic and Upper Paleolithic site. Chinge Dag Uju 3 and 4
are Middle Paleolithic sites. [Астахов, 2008, c. 79-80].
2. Varun Khemchin Area (fig. 1, 3).
A l l archaeological sites are located on right bank of Khemchin (Хемчин)
River. Even two flakes were collected at Ust' Khaya cave, its time range is un
known. At Don Terezin 1 (Дон-Терезин 1), pottery fragments, scrapers, and flakes
were collected. The site might be occupied during Bronze Age and Upper Paleo¬
lithic. We found a lithic tool which should be a cleaver at Don Terezin 2 (fig. 4, 11). If
this classification is appropriate, the site possibly belongs to Lower Paleolithic.

Fig. 1. Tuva Republic and Surveyed Archaeological

